1. Give me your overall impressions of maps 1-3. Describe what each map shows, what time period is depicted, and name some of the places shown on the maps?

2. On map 1, "Retreat From New York," why is there an inset called "Battle of Long Island?"

3. Draw a rectangle to mark the area of the inset (Battle of Long Island) on the bigger map (Retreat from New York) on map 1.
   
   □ Completed

4. Without a compass on the map, the top of the map is presumed to be what direction?

5. On map 1, highlight the state boundary between New York and New Jersey.
   
   □ Completed

6. What direction is Princeton from Trenton?

7. What geographic feature marks the boundary between New Jersey and Pennsylvania?

8. What direction did the Continental army initially go when retreating from Long Island/New York City?

   □  Completed

10. On map 2, “Attack on Trenton,” from what direction did Washington’s troops attack Trenton?

11. What river did Washington’s troops cross before making their attack?

12. What do you think the words Sullivan and Greene mean on the map?

13. From your book and movie, where did the Continental Army attack after attacking at Trenton?

14. Using all three maps, describe the Continental army’s path from October 1776 to January 1777. Starting at Long Island (and ending in Princeton), what direction did the army travel, what cities did the army pass through, and what water did they pass over?
(For this section, use Maps 4-6)

1. On map 4, label the top map with the appropriate state name.
   - Completed

2. Draw a rectangle on Map #4 to mark the area that is depicted by map #5.
   - Completed

3. Mark the following places and geographic features on the bottom map of map 4:
   - Vashon Island with a V
   - Steilacoom with a S
   - Seattle with a SE
   - Tacoma with a T
   - Bremerton with a B

4. Describe at least three different routes, using your car and/or ferry, to get from Steilacoom to Seattle. (Include road numbers and ferry points of departure and arrival.)
   - Route 1-
   - Route 2-
   - Route 3-

5. How long would it take for you and your family to get from Steilacoom to Seattle on the freeway?

6. How long would it have taken the Continental army to go from Steilacoom to Seattle?

7. If you were leading an army of patriots on a retreat from Tacoma, while the British army was chasing you, explain where you would go? Why? (on the back of this sheet)